Abstract-Using control method to explain medical phenomenon is currently a hot subject of research. The traditional Chinese drug fumigation steaming treat protrusion of protrusion of protrusion of lumbar intervertebral disc with steam generated by boiling medicinal herbs, and this process is a typical non-linear, multivariable, and strong coupling. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional Chinese drug fumigation fume or steaming treat diseases with fume in moxibustion or with steam generated by boiling medicinal herbs, and its process is a typical non-linear, multivariable, strong coupling. In addition, its characters are difficult to quantitative analysis. So the period of treatment is only determined by experience of doctors. Therefore, there is theoretical and practical significance in studying of traditional Chinese drug fumigation medical data mining. Now days, medical data mining is new studying direction in interdisciplinary branch of science [1] . The paper [2] introduces the method of performing medical data mining. By applying the process of medical data mining, hospital can identify trends, orderliness and abnormity which are useful for clinical diagnosis, research and teaching. The integrated analysis method based on functional genome information and network topological structure information mining atherosclerotic risk disease gene in paper [3] . This method is helpful for accurately distinguishing the disease genes and nondisease genes in the protein-protein interaction network, and building relationship between two types of these genes. Paper [4] applies a new algorithm that deletes the redundant models and rules, meets the demand of the medical diagnosis and improves the effectiveness in the medical field. The paper [5] applies data mining techniques to pick up the hidden rule in the data warehouse and improve the utilization of medical information. A multi-Agent meta-learning framework is presented in paper [6] which incorporates multi-agent system and meta-learning method for the application of bio-medical named entity recognition. The experiments are carried on JNLPBA2004 test corpus with an F-sore of 77.5%.The results show that the brand-new multi-agent meta-learning framework is an effective approach and get promising results in bio-medical named entity recognition. Based on the breast ultrasound database, a study of data mining techniques for utilizing the diagnostic information of breast ultrasound and breast pathology was carried out in paper [7] . With the visual user interface of the system, the data of benignancy or malignancy diagnosed by ultrasound and pathologic examination, and the data on the diagnostic correlation of ultrasound and pathology were obtained, respectively. The qualities of data mining were 99.98%-100%.By means of the retrieval system, the users can secure numerous data from the breast ultrasound database rapidly and accurately.
The traditional Chinese medical science has many fuzzy concepts, such as pain, twinge, and throe. On the other hand, it is medical theory through long time of cumulate experience and practice. Therefore, using fuzzy neural network to identification and analyze its course is feasible.
The fuzzy neural network in control has already become a hot topic at present [8, 10] . Applying the neural network in fuzzy systems can solve the fuzzy system knowledge extraction problem. Applying the fuzzy system in neural networks, the neural network is no longer a black box, and humanity's knowledge is very easy to fuse in the neural network. It is apparent that a fuzzy neural networks derives its computing power through, first, massively paralle1 distributed structure and, second, ability to learn and therefore generalize.
Though conventional methods have the ability to arbitrarily approximate linear or nonlinear mappings through learning, setting membership function parameters and the rules proposition are difficult issues in system design, especially for a multivariable system.
To solve these problems, Dynamic Fuzzy Neural Networks (DFNN) based on extended Radial Basis Function Neural Networks, which are functionally equivalent to Takagi-Surgeon fuzzy system, were first proposed in [11] .They are termed "dynamic" because of their capability of recruiting or removing RBF units automatically so as to possess the capability to improve its performance over time by interacting with its environment. Many papers using DFNN in various nonlinear system [12, 13] . However, all of them do not think about input and output messages. Input-output specimens with lots of futile noise have been collected by sensor in control system [14, 15] . All this useless messages take nonlinear system more complicated, especially in the process of traditional Chinese drug fumigation.
In order to solve this problem, Lazy Learning Dynamic Fuzzy Neural Network (LL-DFNN) algorithm is first proposed in paper [17] . LL-DFNN not only has the characteristics of fuzzy neural network that does not require accurate model and strong robust features, but also has the characteristics of lazy learning that can make input-output space optimal. Furthermore, the process of traditional Chinese drug fumigation has thousands factors that is connected with sick and environment. The factors have different range so their useless message will have serious repercussions on identification and control. So, Ying learning algorithm is first proposed in this paper to solve this problem by setting up mathematic model of medical process.
The novel algorithm can be divided into five sections: handle of message pretreatment, establish local space, make sure of criterion, assign RBF unit parameters and choose pruning strategy.
Form theoretical analysis and factual examination, we can see that the Ying algorithm improve the training speed and precision, and the mathematic model is compact, and feasible.
II. THE TRADITIONAL CHINESE DRUG FUMIGATION
The illustration of the traditional Chinese drug fumigation machine is shown in Fig.1 . Here, the type of machine is MJD-2003 and it has been used 6 years. Doctor treats protrusion of Protrusion of protrusion of lumbar intervertebral disc with steam generated by boiling medicinal herbs at this machine. We collect 600 cases among 2000 outpatients and record those patients message some as table 1. The period of treatment is determined by seasoned doctors. However in practice inquisition, we find some nurse who work long time at this position can also neatly adjust strategy such as prolong or cut down fumigation time in different season. The curative effect is improved but the adjusting reason is multifarious and someone says that sense tell them to do that things.
In fact, nurse and doctor cure patient by their experience. So establish a model of this process can discover more factor of the disease and better treat to protrusion of protrusion of protrusion of lumbar intervertebral disc. In medical evaluation methodology, 4 denote heal, 3 is tangible results, 2 means valid, 1 is invalid.
III. YING LEARNING ALGORITHM

A. Handle of message pretreatment
In this section, all messages are changed to standardized date. We can see that there are lots of ingredients through statistic in the hospital, and the ingredient denotes different means so there have different scope such as age's scope is from 20 to 71.
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B. Local space
Many real-world environments are time-varying. Many aspects of the learning problem can vary, including the mapping to be learned, and the sampling distribution that governs the input-space location of exemplars that make up the learning set. Lazy learning distinguishes itself from other types by learning that induces theories in the form of decision trees, rules and neural networks. The basic lazy learning algorithm simply stores the training instances and classifies a new instance by predicting that it has the same class as its nearest stored instance [18] .
In this paper, K-Vector Nearest Neighbors (K-VNN) is proposed to learning set. Define 1. Lets is input sets which can be defined to local space as:
Where is radius of local space ( ), and datawindow is changed by adjusting it.
is the distance function which is defined by (5) , are messages to input DFNN. 
According to (2), we can get the distance and intersection angle of and , from input-output specimen choice similar message to . 
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From this section, some similar messages are saved to fuzzy neural network. The Protrusion of protrusion of lumbar intervertebral disc has large range so we can choose more according to patient's age. From figure 2 and 3, we can see that the sick's average age is from 35 to 45, and young people can be easily cured in Protrusion of protrusion of lumbar intervertebral disc. So, it is necessary to do some medical with middleaged people. In addition, the temperature of steam to body is 42 degrees Celsius } (6) Secondly, work condition is an important factor to Protrusion of protrusion of lumbar intervertebral disc. For example, someone who always carry the heavy objects in work maybe turn into a patient of Protrusion of protrusion of lumbar intervertebral disc Thirdly, at the time of therapy, smoking, drinking and damp living environment can also tamper with effect.
Finally, catching a cold, violent exercise and carrying heavy load can lead to Protrusion of protrusion of lumbar intervertebral disc. So, people with weak constitution should avoid to such things.
In this section, new message are selected to fuzzy neural network. Next point is how to reduce power. On the other hand, choosing excellent cases to find out the relationship of temperature and heater power is very important.
C. Dynamic Fuzzy Neural Network
In this section, select 100 patients which age is from 35-45 to studying. Use the way of section A to pretreatment. The dynamic fuzzy neural network put in figure 4 , which include 5 layers:
Layer 1: Each node in layer 1 represents an input (9)
Layer 2: Each node in layer 2 represents a member ship function (MF), which is in the form of Gaussian ed by system. er hand, calculate the distance of ( ) 
By local space, fuzzy rules can be defined as 
J Y = −
In order to reduce computing and minimize J using recursive-least-squares with forgetting factor λ get:
So (25) ) (
Where, is covariance matrix of error, is column vector of , is coefficient matrix after i time iterative learning algorithm. The local space is dynamic with input, so this method can avoid over-saturation [18] . 
5) Pruning strategy
From identification, we can see some rules will become less important at the end of train. In order to solve this problem, use ED to prune rules.
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Use Lyapunov function: Define 4. Exist the Lyapunov function , meet demand:
and
, then equilibrium point is steady. Prove: form YL-DFNN algorithm get the Lyapunov function
Therefore, from theoretical analysis, the novel learning algorithm is feasible.
IV. APPLICATION OF YING LEARNING TO SYSTEM
In section Ⅱ , we have analyzed the record date of Protrusion of protrusion of lumbar intervertebral disc, and find out the relationship of temperature and heater power is very important to energy conservation. In order to solve this problem, the proposed novel YL-DFNN is applied to the dynamic modeling of power reduces system. Set up temperature system model by MATLAB. The modeling structure scheme used in this paper is shown in section Ⅲ, and the date are deal with by the way of sectionⅡ. In order to distinguish the effect of controller, use VF [19] , DFNN and LL-DFNN to system.
A. Variable fuzzy control
Firstly, use the variable fuzzy controller to a quadruple inverted pendulum system. Let is the universe of input variable , and
is the universe of output variable . Generally speaking, the function can be called a contraction-expansion factor on .The so-called variable universe means and can change with changing variable and [20] . The controller is defined as [21] 
B. YL-DFNN
Let and .The novel algorithm described as follows: 
C. DFNN
Do not use lazy learning to make new local space, and use to quadruple inverted pendulum system [19] . Let and .The novel algorithm described as follows:
Build input set and output set to train; step2. Let training set to networks; Step3. Criterion of neuron generation by (19) ; Step4. Allocation of RBF unit's parameters by (24-26); Step5. If error meets the system's demand, to step 6, otherwise gets to step 3.
Step6. Keep down W and ψ ， calculate output in
D. simulation
Select the 120 healed patients to analyze. From learning, we find the temperature of steam to body is focus on 42 degrees Celsius, so the controller should keep temperature at 42 degrees Celsius with any disturbs. Record extra ventricular temperature (blue real line) and indoor temperature (green broken line) and draw them in the Fig 5(in the autumn) . From the data, we can see that the fumigator outside temperature is changed with time, felicitously adjust heater output power can not only cure the patients but also reduce energy consumption. Record outdoor wind speed in 10 days and calculate the average value and draw in Fig 6. From analysis, we can see that the wind speed is one influencing factor to the Protrusion of protrusion of lumbar intervertebral disc. In other words, the level of wind can affect the patients to get back. The process of traditional Chinese drug fumigation is the black box, it mathematical model would be more correct by intelligent identification method.
Temperature control is a typical time delay question. Record the output power, temperature and time of fumigation at 2 conditions: male patient (case1)and female patient(case2) then draw in Fig 7. From the data, we can see female patient and male patient should take different treatment programs. Calculate the average value of output power and time of fumigation then draw in Fig  8. From analysis, we find that adjusting output power with time not only can keep temperature of system but also decrease energy consume. V. RESULT The traditional Chinese drug fumigation fume to cure Protrusion of protrusion of lumbar intervertebral disc is a typical non-linear, multivariable, and strong coupling system. In order to find out its hypostases in this paper Ying learning first proposed.
The novel algorithm have five parts: handle of message pretreatment, establish local space, make sure of criterion, assign RBF unit parameters and choose pruning strategy.
To solve fuzzy neural networks system over fitting and solve the knowledge extraction problem, K-Vector nearest neighbor algorithm is used to adjust learning space, so the local space has less noise and information interference.
On the other words, novel algorithm was found to be fast due to three sections: (1) dynamic local space, (2) normalization method of input and output message, (3) pruning strategy based on ED.
In practice, noise will invariably be collected. Hence, it is necessary that dispose of rubbish message form input sets.
Ying algorithm uses current data and history data to identify and control. Simulation results show that the new algorithm has faster convergence speed, lower error rate, smaller root-mean-square error than DFNN and VF.
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